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What competencies are needed by teachers if they are to carry out 
their responsibilities successfully? In this recorded discussion Lester ' 
Ball, superintendent of the Highland Park, Illinois, schools, Paul 
Misner, superintendent of the Glencoe, Illinois, schools, and Harold G. 
Shane, professor of education at Northwestern University, Evanston, 
Illinois, identify certain of these competencies and suggest changes 
that teacher training institutions will have to make in their instructional 
programs if they are to develop teachers who possess these quali 
fications.

Misner: In this discussion we have 
the opportunity to suggest improve  
merits we would like to have made in 
the preparation of teachers for service 
in our public schools. We might begin 
by indicating some of the competencies 
that the good teacher should possess. 
Lester, what's on your mind?

Ball: The first one I would suggest 
is that teachers after their training 
should be expected to have a belief in 
teaching; that is, they should come out 
of our teacher training institutions at 
least something other than ashamed of 
the fact that they are teachers. This 
hasn't always been the case.

Misner: You think they should have 
an interest in teaching as a career rather 
than consider it a stop-gap activity or 
a transmission belt to marriage.

Ball: Something more than what we 
have had where teachers enter into 
teacher training accidentally or go into 
teaching by some mischance rather than 
actually selecting it as a line of work.

Misner: Well, Harold, what compe 
tency would you suggest?

Shane: At one time or another each 
of us has employed a number of teach 
ers. From working with these persons 
and others on a staff, would you agree
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that skill in human relationships is a 
particularly important competency? I 
am reasonably sure that many of our 
promising young people who do not 
succeed in teaching fail, not because 
they lack mechanical skills, not because 
they have cultural limitations, but be 
cause they can't get along well with 
other people. By "other people" I mean 
children, parents, colleagues, and other 
members of the community.

Ball: This suggests, doesn't it, that 
in our teacher training we have to be 
concerned not just with the professional 
development of teachers, but the well- 
rounded development of the individual.

Shane: We might call it the develop 
ment of personal and social adequacy 
in prospective teachers.

Misner: I assume this implies that 
the individual really believes in democ 
racy and has skill in practicing it in all 
phases of human relations.

Shane: Yes, I'd say that future teach 
ers, through their college experiences, 
should acquire a working knowledge 
of democratic values and should learn 
how to express such values in practice. 
This is an exceedingly important com 
petency.

Misner: I wonder if you men would
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agree that teachers need to be skillful 
in planning learning experiences with 
students? I sn't it important that they he 

able tf) observe the behavior of stu 
dents and to recognize their individual 
needs; and then they should have the 
ability tf) plan with pupils so that there 
is a good deal of real student participa 
tion?

Shane: A nother quality we can't 
overlook is the matter of vigorous phy 
sical health. Beyond that, we probably 

would agree to include emotional bal 
ance, personal poise, and an awareness 

of principles of mental hygiene reflected 
in the life of the teacher. When teach 
ers live meagerly, when they have 
limited experiences as far as recreation 
and adventure are concerned, they are 
likely to be rather dull companions to 
share five hours a day with children.

Ball: They're not good for other 
adults either. No one is more important 
in interpreting the school to the com 
munity than the teacher, and the teacher 
who is a vital and secure person can 
make the richest contribution here.

Misner: I t seems to me there's an 

other important area in which com 
petencies need to he assured. Certainly 
a primary concern of the schools ought 
to be to prepare students adequately for 
the kind of world in which they are 
going to live. I would expect, therefore, 
that the teacher ought to be interested 

in the social scene and sensitive to its 
classroom implications. A fter all, 

youngsters who are in our classrooms 
now are obviously going to be living 
in a pretty complicated world and de 
serve and need the guidance of socially 
alert and sensitive teachers.

Ball: I would go one step further. 
Paul, and say that not only should
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teachers have social competency in ' 
terms of guiding children but they 
themselves should be effective par 
ticipants in the problems of social living.

Shane: What do you consider to be 
involved in effective adult participation, , 
Lester?

Ball: To vote and to discuss national 
affairs isn't enough. I would like to sec 
teachers active in all phases of com 
munity life with the same freedom other 

citizens enjoy.
There is still another ability I'd like to 

suggest. We should expect a teacher 
to have had the kinds of practical ex 
periences in dealing with children in 
groups, and as individuals, that will en 
able him to exercise skill in what we 
generally call classroom management. 
Perhaps this isn't a very philosophical 
point, but lack of this ability leads to 
the failure of many promising begin 
ning teachers.

Shane: I think you're touching on a 
very important point there, Lester. I'd 
like to add, however, that a good many 
inexperienced teachers graduate with 
the impression that a modern educa 
tional program is made up of methods 
or a "bag of tricks" through which one 
manages children. In addition to prac 
tical matters of management, the teach 

er needs to sense that school living in 
volves applying intelligence to the solu 
tion of problems in terms of certain 
values. I think that teachers as a part of 
their educational experience ought to 
have many opportunities to applv 
values to problem situations. Unless they 
have these experiences they aren't likely 
to help children solve real problems in 
telligently.

Misner: I wonder if we shouldn't 
recognize that what we want in tcach-
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ers implies some pretty fundamental 
changes in the pattern of teacher edu 
cation as we have known it. Do you 
think that we can get these competen 
cies within the present framework of 
teacher education?

Ball: An important problem in this 
connection, Paul, is the problem of re 
cruitment. In the past, teacher training 
institutions have attracted persons of 
below average ability. The result is that 
we have tried to work in prc-service 
education with a group of people who, 
frankly, were potentially not the best 
material.

Shane: Probably the nature of their 
prc-service experiences in many teacher 
training institutions did not help as 
much as it might have, Lester. Even 
now, I think, schools preparing teach 
ers violate in their educational pre 
cepts and practices the very things that 
they are trying to help the students do 
more effectively with children. For ex 
ample, at the college level you find 
subject-matter presented in unrelated 
compartments rather than through in 
tegrating experiences.

Ball: What you're hinting at here. 
Harold, is the fact that the kind of 
Training they have had predisposes them 
to the kind of teaching that we are try 
ing to eliminate.

Shane: Another matter of impor 
tance is finding ways of bringing into 
the profession persons of ability with 
varied backgrounds. We want some 
people in our schools who know rural 
life. At the same time we want others 
who know industrial areas and people 
from professional families. We want 
persons who can work with their hands. 
We want individuals, in short, who 
bring a variety of experiences to their
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work with children. And above alt, as 
I said at the outset, we want people of 
ability.

Misner: We seem to agree on the 
importance of more discriminate re 
cruitment. Now, I would like to 
propose that the time has come when 
we should recognize the need for not 
less than five years of preparation for all 
teachers. I'd like to know what you 
men would say about this matter.

Ball: You're right on the five years, 
Paul. Let's consider these years in a 
sequence of the first two years of col 
lege experience, the second two, and 
then the fifth year. I would suggest 
that in the first two years, while it's 
essential that we provide a broad cul 
tural background for intelligent social 
living, we should develop a program 
that gives the prospective teacher ex 
perience in working with children. 
Perhaps the first year should be on an 
observational basis, with the second 
year's experience broadened to include 
working informally with groups of 
children, so that from the beginning, 
college training bears some direct rela 
tionship to boys and girls.

Shane: The junior and senior years 
can be improved appreciably, too. 
Specifically, I think the colleges ought 
to increase their efforts to develop an 
experience curriculum in teacher train 
ing. As I proposed earlier, we should 
plan a more intimate relationship be-1 
nveen the individual student and the 
college staff member who is working 
with students preparing to teach. I 
agree that they should have a much 
richer and more meaningful experi 
ence with children than they have 
had heretofore, and I believe that im 
proved guidance for students is sadly
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needed. Usually with very inadequate 
planning they have been exposed to 
two or three different age levels and 
left to sink or swim as best they could 
in terms of the experiences they man 
aged to work out with the classroom 
teacher in charge. That brings us up to 
the matter of the fifth year which we 
discussed a moment ago.

Misner: I should like to see this fifth 
year planned with major emphasis on 
opportunities for a real interneship ex 
perience on the part of prospective 
teachers. It seems to me that provisions 
should be made in our schools for the 
payment of scholarships, or subsidies, 
in order that these young people could 
spend an entire year working in the 
public schools under the supervision of 
a teacher training institution. Under 
such conditions the prospective teacher 
would have a much more varied and 
extensive preparation for teaching.

Ball: It is perfectly possible to bring 
that kind of program into being. It is 
actually being done in some teacher 
training situations today. It does, how 
ever, necessitate a closer cooperation be 
tween the public schools and the in 
stitutions that bear the responsibility 
for the fifth year of training. We'll have 
to reduce the present gap between pre- 
and in-service experience to do this 
kind of thing well.

Shane: Under the fifth year pro 
posal, as Paul has phrased it, the schools 
would have an excellent opportunity to 
become acquainted with persons who 
might be invited at the end of an interne 
year to become permanent staff mem 
bers. Also, is it not true that persons 
serving a fifth year interneship would 
be receiving the best kind of prepara 
tion for teaching?
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Ball: That's true, and it has one 
other promising feature. It provides a 
chance for teachers at the college level 
to get into the field and become more 
intimately acquainted with the prob 
lems of the public schools and the diffi- 
culties of beginning teachers. It can also 
be a means of vitalizing the entire in- 
service program of the schools.

Shane: One more point. As the fifth 
year becomes a reality might we not 
find, during the next ten years when 
our schools will be overcrowded, a 
means of using interne teachers to help 
lighten the growing teacher-pupil load?

Ball: I f this will help serve the in 
terests of children, I'm for it. The fifth 
year must be considered, however, pri 
marily an interneship experience for 
prospective teachers. It must not be 
employed as a means of reducing the 
number of regularly employed teachers. 
Exploitation of prospective teachers 
would destroy immediately the values 
inherent in the plan.

Shane: I heartily agree.
Misner: By way of summary, we 

seem to agree that a great need exists 
for the improvement of teacher educa 
tion to provide our schools with more 
competent teachers. We agree, too, that 
like most other educational problems 
the solution of this one will require 
effective cooperation between teacher 
training institutions and public schools. 
It is quite apparent that teacher educa 
tion will not be improved significantly 
so long as college and university pro 
grams continue to operate within ivory 
towers and so long as school adminis 
trators fail to cooperate with the col 
leges wherever and whenever they can. 
Can't we agree to hang together rather 
than to hang separately?
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